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BTI Systems 
Users are demanding immediate access to unprecedented amounts of information. For example, 250 million photos are uploaded on 
Facebook; 864,000 hours of video are uploaded on YouTube; 22 million hours of TV and movies are watched on Netflix; and more than 
35 million apps are downloaded daily. These demands stretch the capacity of providers of the networks across which all this information 
flows, whether it is a private network or public (in the cloud). BTI Systems offers innovative software and network infrastructure 
solutions that help cloud, service and data center providers to quickly, cost effectively and profitably address these bandwidth demands, 
while ensuring rapid delivery of applications, services and content to consumers and businesses. With over 350 customers, BTI has its 
corporate headquarters in Ottawa, Canada, and operates regional sales, marketing, and R&D centers of excellence throughout the 
world. Capitalizing on the high concentration of telecommunications and networking expertise in the metro Boston region, BTI 
established its U.S. headquarters in Littleton in December 2011. Now with more than 60 employees, this expanding location serves as 

the company’s global packet, routing and applications center of excellence. 
www.btisystems.com 

 
 

CitySprout  
CitySprout provides an innovative, online social marketplace for people to connect with their surrounding small farms and local food 
producers. Food producers use citysprout.com to make their goods available for purchase online and deliver directly to their local 
communities. Through their unique platform, CitySprout is rebuilding the lost relationship between communities and their local food 
producers. In doing so, the company helps mitigate the environmental impacts associated with modern food distribution, make proper 
dietary nutrition available for any and all communities regardless of income level, and provide a platform to help fight the growing 
proliferation of food deserts. CitySprout's offices are located in Northampton in the heart of the Pioneer Valley with six employees and 

aggressive hiring plans this year. Massachusetts was the obvious choice for a company dedicated to accelerating the slow food 
movement, given the commonwealth's concentration and quality of local farms, its depth in technology talent and innovation, as well as 
its well-developed ecosystem of early stage firms and investors. 
www.citysprout.com 
 
 

Copa Airlines 
Copa Holdings, through its operating subsidiaries Copa Airlines and Copa Airlines Colombia, is a leading Latin American commercial 
aviation provider of passenger and cargo service. Copa offers service to 65 destinations in 29 countries in North, Central and South 
America and the Caribbean through its Hub of the Americas at Tocumen International Airport in Panama City, Panama. Copa Airlines’ 
on-time performance of over 90 percent is one of the best worldwide. The airline operates one of the most modern fleets in Latin 
America, consisting of 83 aircraft: 57 Boeing Next-Generation 737s and 26 Embraer-190s. From the U.S., Copa Airlines offers nonstop 
service to Panama from Miami, New York City (JFK), Los Angeles, Washington, D.C. (Dulles), Orlando, Chicago and Las Vegas. Copa 
will begin the first daily nonstop service between Boston and Panama in July 2013. Copa’s flight also will provide Boston-area travelers 

the most convenient connections to other destinations in South and Central America, including Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica, Peru; and 
Chile, among others. Copa Airlines joined Star Alliance in April 2012.  
www.copaair.com 
 
 

Cureport Inc. 
Cureport, Inc ., based in Worcester, is a growing pharmaceutical company committed to the development of nano formulations of 

medicines for the treatment of cancer and infectious disease.  Cureport owns proprietary cutting-edge technologies for nanoparticle 
preparation.  These technologies enable the company to quickly develop series of nano formulations to dramatically improve tumor-
targeting drug delivery, enhance efficacy and reduce toxicities. The company builds up core technologies of formulation, analytical, and 
scale-up in-house and contracts with CRO/CMO for animal study, GMP manufacture, and clinical study. The company was founded in 
June 2012 with a strong VC investment.  The company is currently located on the campus of Worcester Polytechnical Institute.  
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Desalitech 
Desalitech, an Israeli-founded company, is a provider of advanced water treatment solutions. Its next-generation CCD™ (Closed Circuit 
Desalination) process is a patented, proven, highly flexible and reliable water treatment platform that raises recovery, reduces energy 
consumption, and reduces capital cost, thereby lowering the cost of treating wastewater, industrial water, brackish water, and seawater. 
The company will use its new Newton, Massachusetts location as its US headquarters. This location will allow the company to expand 

its customer base and operations in US industrial water treatment markets where most manufacturing plants require purified water for 
their operations. The Massachusetts water industry encompasses the entire value chain of the $522B global industry, including 
companies and organizations involved with drinking water, wastewater, storm water, industrial and produced water, agricultural water, 
and coastal water applications.  Desalitech was founded by Professor Avi Efraty and has grown under the business leadership of its 
CEO, Nadav Efraty. Over 75 patents have been granted on the technology, and commercial CCD installations have run continuously 
since early 2009.  
www.desalitech.com 

 
 

EnergySavvy  
EnergySavvy is a Seattle-based software company with the mission to transform how energy efficiency is quantified and delivered. The 
company is led by alumni from aQuantive, Microsoft and Amazon and is in its fifth year of operations. The company brings together 
expertise in software, user experience, analytics and energy efficiency to deliver software-as-service solutions. Spurred by rapid client 
growth on the East Coast, EnergySavvy opened a Boston office in May 2012. The Boston office currently has two employees with 

plans to expand as their East Coast customer base grows. This new location, chosen for its proximity to important energy efficiency 
programs in the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic as well as the Boston metro area’s burgeoning clean tech community, will enable 
EnergySavvy to better serve existing East Coast customers and further its growth with utility and governmental energy efficiency 
programs. 
www.energysavvy.com 
 
 
 

Janji  
Janji is a start-up running apparel brand with the mission of fighting the global food and water crisis through the power of running.  Janji, 
which means promise in Malay, sells performance running apparel with designs inspired by different countries around the world.  Every 
piece provides funding to partnering organizations dedicated to providing innovative solutions to malnutrition and unsafe water 
conditions. Janji was launched in St. Louis in May 2012 by college teammates Dave Spandorfer and Mike Burnstein. The company 
relocated to Burnstein's hometown of Brookline, Massachusetts in June 2012 to be closer to home and currently has 10 employees. 

Massachusetts also offered other prime conditions for Janji’s future success including Boston’s active running culture and its history of 
fostering entrepreneurship.  Janji's slogan is to "run for another."  
www.runjanji.com 
 
 

Johnson & Johnson Innovation 
Johnson & Johnson Innovation, a division of Johnson & Johnson Finance Corporation, is focused on catalyzing new science and 
technology through collaboration and exchange of ideas. Its scientific and business experts offer a diverse range of knowledge to help 
researchers and entrepreneurs accelerate early-stage innovation and access the expertise and resources of The Johnson & Johnson 
Family of Companies. Opening in April 2013, the Boston Innovation Center, located in Cambridge, aims to fuel regional innovation 

matched to its business priorities in the consumer, pharmaceutical and medical devices & diagnostics sectors. The Boston Innovation 
Center is comprised of approximately 25 employees who will engage with innovators at academic institutions, start-up biotechs and 
venture capital firms in and around Boston, and throughout the East Coast of the United States. By working together in new and 
creative ways, the Center will advance innovative healthcare solutions that deliver value and improve the lives of people around the 
world.  
www.jnjinnovation.com.  
 
 

MarketMeSuite 
MarketMeSuite™ is a leading social media platform for small- and mid-sized businesses. Over 30,000 SMBs rely on MarketMeSuite's 

affordable, easy-to-use, Inbox For Social™ for their social media management, monitoring and marketing. MarketMeSuite's proactive 

social media marketing tools, like Real-time Search and Geo-targeting, enable SMBs to use their Twitter feeds, Facebook and LinkedIn 

accounts to cultivate highly qualified sales leads. With MarketMeSuite, SMBs can find new customers, drive repeat business and gain 

referrals via social media on a scale that rivals much larger enterprises. The company currently has seven employees with plans to 

double within the year. MarketMeSuite was launched in 2009 and moved from the UK to Cambridge, MA in early 2012 after securing 

funding locally. Massachusetts proved itself to be the ideal new location for MarketMeSuite's headquarters due to its vibrant, creative 

and technically-focused environment. With offices in the Cambridge Innovation Center, the company considers Massachusetts an 

outstanding location in which to continue growing its product, company and community of users.  

www.marketmesuite.com 
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Nipendo 
Nipendo provides a cloud-based B2B integration platform that allows seamless extension of business processes from the enterprise to 
the supplier ecosystem. Going beyond simple data integration, it enables organizations to automatically reconcile supplier transactions 
into enterprise business processes seamlessly and in a highly scalable way. With Nipendo, organizations are able to remove process 
bottlenecks, streamline buyer-supplier collaboration, and accelerate the speed of business. Nipendo’s platform is used by large 
enterprises across a variety of industries, including global supply chain leaders HP, IBM, Intel, Lilly, Office Depot, Pfizer, and Teva. The 
company was founded in 2007 and development of Nipendo’s Supplier Cloud was completed in 2010.  Originally based in Netanya, 
Israel, Nipendo relocated its headquarters to Burlington in March 2013, in order to focus on rapidly growing in the U.S. market.  Within 

the next 18 months, the company expects to hire approximately 25 employees, bringing the headcount in Greater Boston close to 30 
and 75 overall.  Nipendo chose Massachusetts because of its rich pool of technical talent and strong concentration of companies in 
vertical markets that it is targeting, such as healthcare and pharmaceutical. 
www.nipendo.com 

 
 

PayPal  
With PayPal’s acquisition of Boston-based WHERE Inc. in 2011, PayPal Boston was created to leverage the wealth of local talent of 
engineers, entrepreneurs, and industry experts. PayPal Boston, with 160 employees, is now home to PayPal Media Network, PayPal 
Here and StubHub, all under the PayPal Boston umbrella located in downtown Boston. The PayPal Media Network 

provides targeted advertising and closed loop marketing across multiple channels at scale, designed to help retailers and brands drive 
commerce. The company’s demand generation solutions are intended to support new customer acquisition, increase frequency and 
spend of existing customers, and re-engage inactive customers.  Headquartered in San Jose, California, parent company PayPal 
enables online payment transactions via mobile devices and in store. With more than 123 million active accounts in 190 markets and 
25 currencies around the world, PayPal enables global commerce. PayPal is an eBay (NASDAQ:EBAY) company. More information 
about the company can be found at www.paypal.com  
www.advertising.paypal.com 
 
 

Rhode Island Novelty Company  
Rhode Island Novelty® (RINCO) is the nation’s leading importer and wholesale distributor of novelty toys, giftware, stationery, and 
incentive merchandise. Located in the Northeast and based in Fall River, Massachusetts, RINCO has become one of the largest 

suppliers of novelty toys, giftware, stationery, and a number of other products. Founded in 1986 in Warwick RI, the company’s continual 
growth has required multiple moves to larger and more efficient facilities, culminating in its decision in 2011 to relocate and consolidate 
its multiple operations to the Fall River Industrial Park into a modern, fully automated facility. The Fall River location accommodates 
over 200 employees and provides opportunity for future growth.  
www.rinovelty.com 
 
 

Sequence, Inc. and PCI LLC  
Sequence, Inc. and PCI, LLC, leaders in the fields of regulatory compliance and pharmaceutical calibration respectively, opened a new 
office in the Innovation District of Boston, Massachusetts in September 2012 as a part of a strategic growth strategy. Establishing 

a Boston office provides Sequence and PCI an opportunity to extend service offerings to new and existing clients in the New England 
biotech and pharmaceutical sectors. The strong concentration of drug manufacturers and highly educated workforce made Boston an 
ideal fit for both companies. The Boston location currently houses 15 employees with plans of hiring 70 within the next five years.  
 
Sequence, Inc. is a quality and compliance service provider for biotech, pharmaceutical, and other regulated industries. The company 
provides validation, regulatory compliance, and other technical services to many of the world’s leading drug manufacturers.  Sequence 
was founded in 2002 by President and CEO Mike Putnam of Raleigh, NC.  Over its 11 year history, Sequence has averaged annual 
revenue increases of 65% with the last three years averaging 78%, all while remaining profitable and debt-free.  
www.sequencegxp.com. PCI was founded in 1996 with a vision of becoming the best consulting and technical services firm in the life 
sciences industry. The company’s core expertise is calibration and maintenance compliance for FDA-regulated manufacturing facilities 
and laboratories.  www.pci-llc.com 
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Sialex 
Sialix, which in 2012 relocated its headquarters from California to Cambridge, Massachusetts,  is developing products based on new 

biological discoveries of glycans and sialic acids, their role in cancer progression and metastasis, and their role in the diet and potential 
impact on risk of cancer and other inflammatory-mediated disorders. Sialix is pursuing parallel development of two complementary 
programs: (1) cancer therapeutics for solid tumors, and (2) nutritional products to prevent inflammation associated with ingestion of 
non-human sialic acid found in red meat. Sialix’s lead program is a portfolio of antibody therapeutics targeting abnormal glycan 
structures common in carcinomas. Sialix’s first antibody targets the well-validated cancer target SialylTn, which is expressed in ~80% of 
carcinomas, and expression has been correlated with poor prognosis. Momenta Pharmaceuticals purchased an option on this first 
program, which will be triggered at the company’s next development milestone. Their two person team is led by Jeff Behrens, an 
experienced entrepreneur (Telluride) and biotech executive (Biogen, Alnylam, Edimer). Sialix has licensed a broad IP portfolio from 
UCSD and has developed critical proprietary tools to support both programs.  
www.sialix.com 

 
 

 
Sony DADC Biosciences 
Sony DADC BioSciences, headquartered in Austria, offers development, manufacture and supply of polymer-based “smart 
consumables” to OEM partners. Smart consumables are a new type of biomedical device. They are complex in nature but for single-
use, and fundamental for new medical technologies, e.g. in genetic testing or infectious disease detection. Smart consumables, using 
micro- or nanotechnologies and premium optical features, are prerequisites for emerging applications in the biomedical markets. The 
increasing complexity of such new products requires new manufacturing technologies. Specializing in customized mass manufacturing 
of highly sophisticated consumables, Sony DADC actively applies expertise in micro structured injection mold technology used to create 
CDs, DVDs and Blurays to offer state-of-the-art solutions to the biomedical market. In 2012  the company opened the offcial US office 
of the Sony DADC Biosciences business unit in Cambridge with two employees,  and the company considers Massachussetts as the 

global hub for innovation in biomedical research and technology.  
www.biosciences.sonydadc.com  
 
 

Xenetic Biosciences PLC 
Xenetic Biosciences (Xenetic) PLC is a biopharmaceutical company focused on orphan drug development.  Founded in London in 
1997, the company went public in 2006 and is listed on the London Stock Exchange (ticker: XEN). The company has three technologies 
which are in clinical development for treatments of Acute Myeloid Leukemia, Non-Hogkins Lymphoma, relapsing remitting Multiple 
Sclerosis, and Hemophilia, the last of which is under a license agreement with Baxter Healthcare.  The company recently completed a 
financing with an entity set up by RUSNANO, and its technologies have become a focal point for the Russian government seeking to 
develop their life science industry. Xenetic chose to move its headquarters from the UK to Massachusetts because of access to 
personnel who have unrivaled expertise in orphan drug development and launch; the company’s relationship with the Dana Farber 
Cancer Institute; and access to contract services for clinical development and manufacturing. Xenetic will initially have 15 employees in 
Lexington and expects to have 30 employees within 18 months.  

www.xeneticbiosciences.com 
 
 

Zappix  
Zappix, an Israeli-founded company,  converts annoying voice menus into smart visual menus, providing the customer with a single 
point “mobile portal” that combines both voice and non-call service channels (e.g. web pages, social, chat, apps). Instead of navigating 
through agonizing IVR (interactive voice response) menus, customers browse a smart visual menu that allows them a quick access to 
the services and information they need. These menus allow the user to locate the destination they desire, input required information, 
and sit back while the app connects for them.  Via the smart visual menus, Zappix users are able to choose their preferred way to 
connect, via phone or via web. The app also supports other service channels such as Text Messages (SMS), Social Media, and email. 
From cable providers to hotel booking, the user can access the desired customer service through a single app. Zappix   recently 
opened its global headquarters in Burlington, MA with 5 employees, and intends to grow its operation in the Commonwealth.  

Massachusetts was selected as Zappix’s headquarters to benefit from the local tech talent. 
www.Zappix.com 
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